The scale and complexity of quantum system to which real-space quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) can be applied in part depends on the representation and memory usage of the trial wavefunction. B-splines, the computationally most efficient basis set, can have memory requirements exceeding the capacity of a single computational node. This situation has traditionally forced a difficult choice of either using slow internode communication or a potentially less accurate but smaller basis set such as Gaussians. Here, we introduce a hybrid representation of the single particle orbitals that combine a localized atomic basis set around atomic cores and B-splines in the interstitial regions to reduce the memory usage while retaining high speed of evaluation and either retaining or increasing overall accuracy. We present a benchmark calculation for NiO demonstrating a superior accuracy while using only one eighth the memory required for conventional B-splines. The hybrid orbital representation therefore expands the overall range of systems that can be practically studied with QMC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Continuum quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods 1, 2 are among the most accurate for solving the manybody Shrödinger equation with an ab initio Hamiltonian. They have been applied to a wide range of materials from molecules [3] [4] [5] and clusters 6-9 to solids [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] , to noncovalently bonded systems 23 and to systems with strong electronic correlation 24 . Among them, variational 25 and diffusion Monte Carlo 26, 27 (VMC, DMC) have been used to study large systems with more than a thousand electrons 11, 28 .
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curately represent the orbitals with sufficient accuracy and is ideally fast to evaluate on modern computer systems with a minimum of numerical operations. Basis sets that are readily converged via a single parameter such as plane-wave cutoff energy or grid spacing are preferred due to their facile ease of use. Today, B-spline approaches are preferred for solids, some molecular calculations, and are an ideal choice for surfaces. They require a fixed number of elements to be evaluated for each orbital independent of system size. However, for sufficient accuracy they must be stored on a sufficiently fine grid, which requires a significant amount of memory in practice. This large amount of memory cannot be easily distributed among several nodes due to the frequent and random access pattern and it quickly exhausts the onnode memory in challenging simulations even when fully shared by threads and processes within the node. Use of symmetry can reduce memory usage of all basis sets, but this avenue is not available for many scientifically rich problems such as those involving defects and dopants or surfaces of realistic materials. The use of heavier elements also tends to require a finer grid, dramatically increasing memory consumption. For the above reasons, approaches enabling a smaller memory footprint without compromising the accuracy or speed of evaluation are needed. Note that these are distinct considerations from those required by quantum chemical and density functional calculations where the ability to perform numerical integrals over basis functions is paramount. Here, rapid and accurate evaluation of the basis functions at specific points in space is paramount.
At least three approaches to reduce memory usage have been devised: (i) Using real-space localization of the orbitals and truncation to reduce the grid sizes 31, 32 . This saves a system-dependent but significant amount of mem-ory, particularly for systems with vacuum regions, but requires the truncated orbitals to be constructed; (ii) Using a mixed or hybrid approach 33 with a combined atomic basis set and B-splines. Within atom-centered spheres, the atomic basis reproduces the most rapidly varying part of the orbitals, while the B-splines reproduce the more slowly varying parts. Continuity at the sphere boundaries must be preserved which either requires special care during orbital generation or when choosing the B-spline grid. The former is severely limited by the availability of such methods and the later limits the memory savings; (iii) Classifying the orbitals into different groups, e.g. via their kinetic operator 34 , and using different tailored Bspline grids for each group. The savings, demonstrated up to 60%, are system dependent and smaller than the previous two schemes, but could be used in conjunction with them.
In this work, we improve on the second approach and develop a hybrid orbital representation which combines treatment of atomic regions using spherical harmonic expansions while retaining coarse 3D B-splines to efficiently represent the interstitial region. Our approach does not impose any requirements on input orbitals, and could be combined with the other approaches for further efficiency increases. Unlike the earlier development of a similar basis set 33 we explicitly treat the continuity at the boundaries of regions for flexibly coarsening the Bspline grid to maximize memory savings. In an example solid-state NiO benchmark, we show the necessary steps to control the sizes of the spherical basis sets and radii of atomic regions, and the high accuracy, evaluation speed and memory savings that can be achieved.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Trial wavefunctions in QMC
A high-quality trial wavefunction plays a key role in QMC simulations. In VMC, it directly determines the result, while in DMC, it not only enables importance sampling and governs the fixed node error, but also controls the pseudopotential locality error 35, 36 when non-local pseudopotentials [37] [38] [39] are used. The most used many body trial wavefunction ansatz is the Slater-Jastrow form
where D ↑/↓ m are Slater determinants built with SPOs φ i computed at given electron coordinates {r i }, and the Jastrow factor J explicitly builds in electron correlations.
SPOs are usually generated by mean field methods such as density functional theory 40, 41 64) due to their local support i.e. fixed evaluation cost per electron independent of system size or atom count. In real-space QMC codes, the spline coefficients are usually replicated a single time on each node for fast random access. This limits the possibility for large simulations unless the nodes have a very large amount of memory. Fig. 1 demonstrates that the accuracy is reduced when a coarse grid is used in B-spline representation. A compromise between memory and accuracy often has to be made for large system sizes or complex structures.
B. Hybrid orbital representation
To minimize the memory usage vs accuracy dilemma of B-splines, we introduce a hybrid orbital representation to achieve high accuracy, improve compactness and retain high evaluation speed. Since orbitals near nuclei are often atomic-like, they can be compactly represented via radial expansions in spherical harmonics. For regions far away from nuclei, slowly varying representations such as B-splines are a better choice. Our hybrid orbital representation combines these two representations. These are similar considerations to those motivating the historical development of augmented plane wave (APW) and linearly augmented plane wave (LAPW) approaches in electronic structure.
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The idea of a hybrid orbital representation in QMC 33 was originally introduced to overcome memory limitations imposed by graphical processing units (GPUs). However, the continuity at the boundary was not explicitly treated. Thus the SPOs either had to be generated by the LAPW method where the orbital values at the boundaries between atomic and interstitial regions are matched by construction, or by plane waves, but using a rather conservative choice of grid coarseness to retain continuity at the boundary. Our new approach requires only the usual PW DFT calculation and also allows adjusting the grid size freely.
In our new approach, the whole space is divided into near nucleus (A), buffer or interpolation (B), and interstitial (C) regions, as shown in fig. 2 . In region A, orbitals are computed as
Where Y l,m are the real-valued spherical harmonics and R n,l,m is the radial function for the n-th orbital on the Y l,m basis. Even for a complex orbital, φ n , R n,l,m can be treated as a double sized real array to maximize the computational efficiency by enabling vectorization on the CPU. Since radial functions are not provided as an input, they are generated by transforming the PW coefficients of a given set of SPOs with the spherical harmonic addition theorem. The radial functions are expressed by 1D B-splines on a uniform mesh with a default 0.02 bohr spacing. This step can be extremely computationally intensive and we provide a very efficient way in appendix A. QMC algorithms also require computing the gradients and Laplacian of φ for measuring kinetic energy, and the formulas are provided as appendix B. In region C, the orbitals are evaluated as regular tricubic B-splines.
The B region is designed to enforce the continuity of value, first and second derivatives of the orbitals between the A and C regions and alleviate the numerical pathology that can arise due to discontinuities between the regions. These discontinuities can arise for several reasons. First, orbitals are expanded in two distinct incomplete basis sets and are unlikely to match exactly except when the basis sets are very large. Second, the B-splines exactly match the PW reference only on the mesh grid points and interpolation between grid points causes mismatching, particularly as higher frequency components become more important near atoms. Finally, intentionally coarsening the mesh to save memory exacerbates this discrepancy on a direct A/C boundary. Therefore, we introduce a region B, where orbitals are computed as
where r A/B and r B/C are the distances from boundary to the nucleus. S(r) is a smooth function with a parameter α controlling the strength of the smoothing and continuity of first and second derivatives of φ n (r). The function form is chosen to have values varying from approximately one at r A/B to approximately zero at r B/C while the first and second derivatives are approximately zero at both ends. The larger α, the smaller discrepancy on the boundary and more rapid change inside buffer region. α = 2 and r B/C − r A/B = 0.3 bohr are found to be suitable for the Ni and O atoms in our NiO test case as well as the C atom in the carbon diamond and are thus kept fixed for the whole study.
In the following sections, we will study the choices of the largest angular momentum (l max ), radial function cutoff (r B/C ) for each species and mesh-factor (MF) of interstitial region in NiO via variational Monte Carlo. Then, we demonstrate the advantages of using hybrid orbital representation in diffusion Monte Carlo. All data needed to reproduce the calculations and analyses is available at https://materials_data_facility_url_ available_after_acceptance.
III. RESULTS
A. NiO supercell
We choose a 32 atom antiferromagnetic supercell of crystalline B1 NiO as our benchmark system. In our calculations, the core electrons, (1s,2s,2p) of Ni and (1s) of O, respectively, are removed by using scalar relativistic norm-conserving pseudopotentials(PPs) generated by DFT-LDA atomic calculations and customized for QMC by using very small cutoff radii for a more accurate core description. 38, 44 The SPOs are generated initially with Quantum ESPRESSO 45, 46 . The plane-wave cutoff in DFT calculations was 200 Ha. This is much higher than conventional DFT calculations due to the use of a very hard Ni pseudopotential with semi-core electrons in the valence. The self-consistent total energies were converged to 0.01 mHa/f.u. with respect to this cutoff. The Jastrow part of the trial wave function contains both one-and two-body Jastrow factors with a total of 40 parameters optimized by energy minimization 47 within VMC. The one-body Jastrow has a 4.8262 bohr cutoff radius while the two-body Jastrow cutoff is 5.5728 bohr the same as the Wigner-Seitz radius of the supercell. These parameters are similar to those of a recent NiO QMC study.
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All our QMC calculations are performed with a modified version of QMCPACK 42 . The NiO supercell is a test case included in QMCPACK release.
B. Choosing largest angular momentum, cutoff radius and mesh-factor with VMC When using the hybrid orbital representation, the quality of the wavefunction is controlled by three factors: (1) the number of angular momentum channels used in region A, (2) the cutoff radius for region A and (3) the mesh-factor in region C. In QMCPACK, the mesh-factor (MF) is set to one by default, yielding a grid as large as the charge density grid in the PW DFT calculation, determined by the PW cutoff. With a MF not equal to one, the number of grid point in each direction is scaled by MF. There is a trade-off between using large cutoff radii which will require fewer B-spline points (smaller meshfactors) but will need more angular momentum channels and thus higher computational cost to remain accurate. Conversely, small cutoff radii may need fewer angular momentum channels, but will require finer B-spline grids. Additionally, the size of region B should be sufficiently large to have a good smoothing but it can not be too large due to the potential inaccuracy of either representation. Using a 0.3 bohr thick region inside the cutoff radius was appropriate in our test cases. We do not anticipate significant sensitivity to this choice provided the region is kept similar in scale to the B-spline mesh. We first study the accuracy impact of the largest angular momentum l max for each species. When l max is larger, the basis available to describe the orbitals is more complete but this increases computational cost, which grows as (l max + 1) 2 , as well as memory storage. In principle, l max is entangled with the cutoff radius r B/C . At large distances from the ion, orbitals are much less atomic-like and need a larger basis to recover an accurate description. In practice, it is possible to achieve convergence of the basis over a wide range of r B/C . Here we study the affect of l max on a per species basis with r Ni,O A/B = r Ni,O B/C = 1.0 by computing the VMC energy using different choices for the maximum angular momentum near each atom. When we vary l max for one species, it is set at 7 for the other to ensure any imperfection in the wavefunction only comes from the species being studied. Since Ni has 3-d semi-core electrons as valence, l max is scanned from 3 to 7 shown in Fig. 3 and we find l Ni max = 5 and l O max = 4 gives total energies consistent with a fully converged reference calculation (l max = 7) within 2 standard deviations. These settings are used for the rest of this study.
Then we study the impact varying r B/C and using different mesh-factors. Fig. 4 shows a parametric scan for Ni atoms. These contribute the most significantly to the sensitivity of total energy due to their semi-core electrons. When there is only the B-spline representation (r Ni B/C = 0), the energy is compromised and the variance ramps up quickly with small mesh-factors MF=0.7/0.5 as the wavefunction is inadequately described near the atomic cores. When the atomic-like region A has a radius less than 1, the energy with small mesh-factors is not satisfactory although the variance drops quickly. There is even a non-monotonic behavior of the energy around r We notice that the Ni and O pseudopotentials have cutoff radii at 0.80 and 0.92 bohr respectively which are similar to the safe regions of r B/C . This is not a coincidence: pseudopotentials are constructed to replace real deep attractive core potentials, and their cutoffs give the information on how large the atomic regions are. Our hybrid orbital representation is designed to represent atomic-like orbitals near core but is not efficient far from the ions. Thus we expect the radii where for the hybrid orbital regions to be similar to those of the pseudopotential core radii.
C. DMC calculations
DMC is the highest accuracy QMC method that is used routinely. In DMC, the nodal surface of the projected wavefunction is determined by the trial wavefunction. This must be represented in a sufficiently accurate basis set. Besides representing the nodal surface, the trial wavefunction is also used for importance sampling. A poorer quality trial wavefunction will increase time step errors, and additional Monte Carlo steps will be required to obtain the same error due to increased variance.
In Fig. 6 , we show the energy for fixed time step and various choices of B-spline grid. The energy from DMC calculations with coarse B-spline grids departs significantly from a highly accurate but very memory intensive reference calculations with mesh factor equal to 4.0. When the hybrid orbital representation is used even with a very coarse grid (MF=0.5) for the interstitial region, the energy values remain on top of the ones calculated with only B-splines on a very dense grid. Interestingly, this wavefunction improves on the standard choice MF=1.0 by providing a smaller time step error and the same low variance as our much denser reference B-spline grid, in Fig. 7 while using around one eighth of the memory. We also list the DMC energy measured with a 0.002 time step in Tab. I. With the hybrid orbital representation, it is therefore possible to use a substantially more affordable grid with MF=0.5 without compromising accuracy. 
D. Computational efficiency
The hybrid orbital representation is not just highly accurate and more compact, but it is also computationally very efficient for QMC. Evaluation of regular B-spline orbitals is fast because of the explicitly localized computation and vectorization over all the orbitals. Both characteristics are preserved in the hybrid orbital representation and thus it can perform well in both CPU SIMD and GPU SIMT architectures. Table II compares the CPU time taken by DMC using both the highly tuned B-spline evaluation in QMCPACK 48, 49 and this new hybrid orbital representation. For comparable mesh sizes, the time to use the hybrid orbital representation is within a few percent of the simpler B-spline code. The hybrid orbital representation actually requires more computation but for comparable accuracy, it has less pressure on cache and memory bandwidth thanks to its much smaller memory footprint. Fig. 8 shows that the evaluation cost per orbital, theoretically constant, deceases gradually as the supercell size grows from 16 to 64 atoms. It is due to the reducing fraction of constant cost from overhead when the total number of orbitals increases. In all the supercell sizes, the VAL function of hybrid orbital representation has a better performance largely due to higher cache efficiency. The VGL function with all problem sizes takes about 50% more time than regular B-splines, reflecting the increased computation of hybrid orbital representation. This can be improved by using the cache blocking (tiling) technique 48 . The hybrid orbital representation with MF=0.5 needs only one eighth of the memory required by a regular representation with MF=1.0. This not only enables much larger simulations to fit within the memory capacity constraints of current machines but also potentially allows faster computation since more part of the orbitals are likely to fit higher in the memory hierarchy.
The hybrid orbital representation also lends itself to additional optimization. Currently, evaluating the nonlocal part of the pseudopotential takes a significant proportion of time (30% in our DMC test case) and it is mostly consumed by SPO evaluations. With the hybrid orbital representation, the quadrature points for the required angular integration are all within the atomic region and a large amount of computation could be saved by evaluating the radial functions for all the quadrature points since they have the same distance from the core. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have developed a new representation of single particle orbitals for continuum quantum Monte Carlo simulations by hybridizing localized atomic basis sets and B-spline basis sets. An illustrative 32 atom NiO DMC simulation requires only one eighth of the memory of traditional B-splines, while demonstrating superior accuracy and maintaining high evaluation speed.
The hybrid basis set may be projected from plane wave or other basis sets. At the moment, choosing the largest angular momentum in the atomic basis sets and deducing the optimal spherical radii are additional required steps to properly use the hybrid orbital representation. However, we have found these choices to be nearly independent of the particular system other than the pseudopotentials used for each ion. This complication could be resolved in the future by including standard choices for the cutoff radius and largest angular momentum channel as part of the pseudopotential data files intended for QMC calculations.
The hybrid orbital representation is also well suited to exploit current trends in the evolution of high performance computing hardware. Computational resources have become increasingly heterogeneous with hierarchical memory subsystems. The small data set for the localized atomic basis sets can be placed in fast but limited capacity memory while the large data set for the B-spline basis sets can be left in slower but high capacity memory. In this way, the performance penalty from the memory hierarchy is reduced.
As QMC simulations mature from simple homogeneous systems to complex and inhomogeneous system containing heavier elements and more electrons, we anticipate our new approach will enable significantly more challenging problems to be tackled on current and upcoming generations of supercomputers. Since each PW can be expressed with complex spherical harmonicsȲ l,m using the spherical harmonic addition theorem, we first expand the orbitals onȲ l,m and then change the basis set to the real spherical harmonics Y l,m . Finally, the radial functions can be simply computed as 
where j l is the spherical Bessel function and e iG·R is the phase shift for the centers. Their computation dominates the extremely expensive construction cost which grows as N orbs × N PW × N atoms × C grid × (l max + 1)
2 . To obtain radial functions rapidly as possible, we parallelize the computation over MPI ranks (nodes) and OpenMP threads (cores). QMCPACK already distributes the orbitals over MPI ranks during the initialization and thus it is also adopted for our needs. The summation over the PW basis is then distributed among the ranks serving the same band. Within a node, the subset of the PW basis set is chunked into tiles and then distributed among all the cores via OpenMP threads. The tiling implementation not only facilitates the threading but also provides cache blocking. We also fully vectorized the multiplication and accumulation in the innermost loops. With all the parallelization and optimization above, the heavy initialization of the hybrid orbital representation becomes a small cost for almost all current applications. For the 32 atom NiO supercell calculation on 8 nodes of Xeon Phi 7230, the full initialization of regular B-spline representation from the 200 Ha plane-wave cutoff orbitals takes 5.9 seconds. Using hybrid orbital representation only adds 2.0 seconds.
We also experimented with computing radial functions by projecting real space wavefunction on spherical harmonics. This route is appealing because only a finite subset of the real space grid is necessary for each projection. The projection is conducted by using quadrature integration and the needed real-space orbital values are evaluated via B-spline interpolation on a very dense grid which can be constructed using the fast Fourier transform. Unfortunately this route did not provide sufficient numerical accuracy due to significant error from quadrature integration at large distances, even if the orbital values were computed directly from PWs and higher order quadrature rules were used. The error is small very near the core (< 0.2 a.u.) but grows beyond the necessary accuracy at ≈ 1.0 a.u. where most of the spherical region radius lives. For this reason, this route is not considered practical.
